PROTEK SRS Drill INTERRUPTER
General Information
What the PROTEK SRS does -- The PROTEK SRS Drill Interrupter is designed to stop power to a drill upon
contact between the drill bit and grounded metal, such as piping, conduit, or reinforcement steel helping the operator avoid drilling through the grounded metal object.
Requirements -- The PROTEK SRS operates on 110-120 volts, 60 Hertz AC, and requires a grounded
wall outlet. The drill must be a three-wire grounded drill. All extension cords must be three-wire,
grounded cords.
How it works -- The PROTEK SRS relies on a current loop (control loop) involving the grounding system
in the PROTEK, the drill, the building electrical ground system, the wall outlet, and any extension
cords.
The PROTEK SRS places a 12-volt AC
electrical potential on the ground wire
of he d ill po e co d, d ill f ame,
and drill bit. When the drill bit
contacts grounded metal - such as
grounded conduit or rebar - the
control current travels through the
metal object and then through the
b ilding electrical grounding system
back to the PROTEK, which causes the
PROTEK to trip and shut off power to
the drill.
If any part of the control loop is
missing, intermittent, or improperly
connected, the PROTEK SRS cannot
stop the drill when the pipe or conduit
is encountered.
Examples of factors which would
disrupt the control loop include:
˖ The wall outlet is not grounded.
˖ An extension cord with a broken or
missing ground wire is used.
˖ The metal object encountered by
the bit is not electrically grounded.
(Desks, workbenches, loose metal,
exposed piping, floa ing eba ,
and most post-tension cables are a
few examples of metal objects
which may not be electrically
grounded.)
˖ The drill is a two-wire, double-insulated drill.
˖ The ground wire in a three-wire, grounded drill is broken or intermittent.

